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Abstract

At the turn of the nineteenth century, most of the attempts to revive the Spanish mining
industry included experts and technicians from German-speaking countries. The career of Johann
Martin Hoppensack (1741-1815), a subterranean geometer from Saxony, is a very telling example
of this movement for which extensive archive material is available.  Member of the Saxon mining
administration,  Hoppensack  was  recruited  by  a  French  company  in  order  to  supervise  mining
operations  in  the  Estremadura  province.  Some years  later,  Hoppensack would  be hired  by  the
Spanish  government  as  the  director  of  the  recently  funded  Academia  de  Minería  y  Geografía
Subterránea de Almadén.  Other examples of surveyors and engineers, such as the Austrian Jesuit
Christian Rieger (1714-1780) or Johann Gottfried Schreiber (1746-1827), show that the Spanish
and French governments actively sought to attract German experts. Mathematical practitioners, that
is  mostly  underground  surveyors,  were  particularly  sought-after.  These  scientific  and  technical
policies aimed not only at stimulating the extraction, but also at promoting a new administrative and
entrepreneurial culture. 

Introduction

In this talk, I will briefly present the life and career of Johann Martin Hoppensack. Although

Hoppensack is by no way a major historical figure, the fact that he wrote two books about the

history of mining in Spain (something unusual for mining engineers at the time) makes him an

important actor to understand what was going on. He also represents the ‘average engineer’: the

difficulty he faced and the paths he followed are much more representative for the average German

engineer abroad that the career of someone like Alexander von Humboldt. To better understand the

career of famous scholars such as Humboldt, it might be useful to put them in perspective with their

average  contemporaries.  I  will  present  a  few  points  while  highlighting  the  importance  of

subterranean geometry in the circulation of mining knowledge.
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Johann Martin Hoppensack (1741-1815), Saxon technician and entrepreneur

Johann Martin Hoppensack was born in Saxony (Artern) in 1741. We don't know much

about his training, although he did not seem to have studied at the Mining academy (Bergakademie

Freiberg). I found a brief mention of him in the well-known biography by F.W.H. von Trebra: he

appears  to  have  been foreman (Schichtmeister),  and was  later  appointed  underground surveyor

(Markscheider) and juror (Assessor) at the end of 17671. Trebra criticizes his “untamed lightness”,

and might have tried to get rid of him in his vast overhaul of the local administration:

A year before, the French court had obtained a mining concession in Spain for the silver

mines of Guadalcanal in  Estremadura. The French were looking for an able mining engineer to

supervise  the  operation2,  and  made  clear  that  “a  person  skilled  in  subterranean  geometry  was

needed”3. There was an important delay, but finally the French representant at the Saxon court as

able to get one technician in 1775 : Johann Martin Hoppensack, “and with him, in order to assist

him, the mining academist Aurich as well a two miners”.

1 F.W.H. von Trebra, Bergmeister-Leben und Wirken in Marienberg, Freyberg, Craz und Gerlach, 1818, p. 21-22.
2 “Vom deutschen Bergbau und Hüttenwesen in Spanien bis zur Ankunft A. Von Humboldts,” 8.  The count Clouard 

got the privilege in 1768.
3 SächsBergAFG 40001 – Oberbergamt Freiberg – 2732, f. 1r : « eine des Markscheidens kundigen Person benöthigt 

sey”.



Hoppensack and his fellows received a leave of five years to fulfill this task, after which

they were supposed to  come back to  Marienberg4.  It  seems that  the French enterprise  was not

successful,  or  more  probably  so  badly  run  that  Hoppensack  left  in  1778.  We  can  see  in  the

Freiberg's archive that he nevertheless asked for his leave to be extended twice, in 1780 and 1781 –

At that point, Hoppensack was in Toulouse and in the north of Spain5. The archive in Freiberg do

not give more precision, but other sources indicate he was working in a cobald mine for a German

company in the north of Spain6.

At that point, he was still officialy Markscheider in Saxony, as the Saxon official calendar

shows for the year 17807 , but in 1782 in finally asked to quit his job “to pursue his private business

in Spain”8.

4 SächsBergAFG 40001 – Oberbergamt Freiberg – 2732, f. 1-2.
5 SächsBergAFG 40001 – Oberbergamt Freiberg – 2732, ordnance from the 19.04.1780, f.7 and the 18.08.1781, f. 9.
6 Quelle, “VOM DEUTSCHEN BERGBAU UND HÜTTENWESEN IN SPANIEN BIS ZUR ANKUNFT A. VON 

HUMBOLDTS,” 7. Vallee Gistain. “deutsche companie Franciscus Marshall”
7 Churfürstlich-Sächsischer Hof- und Staatscalender, 1780, p. 171.
8 SächsBergAFG 40001 – Oberbergamt Freiberg – 2732, letter from the 16.11.1782, f.11 : “zu Betreibung seiner 

Privat Geschäften in Spanien".



The circulation of mining experts was a very common matter, and Spain continued to ask for

specialists. In 1787 for example, the government asked Saxony for a great number of technicians to

be sent  to  Nueva Espana,  Nueva Granada and Peru,  some of  whom Humboldt  would  meet  in

America9.

2. Circulating practical mathematics and mining knowledge

Hoppensack “private business”, for which he quit his official position in Saxony, was a very

important contribution to the development of Spanish mining. The government asked him to come

to Almaden with two goals: firstly to revive the quicksilver mines, needed to export quicksilver for

the silver extraction of Mexico, and to supervise the Mining Academy. In september 1783, he was

appointed  “Director  y  Delineador  de  las  Minas,  con  la  condición  de  ensenar  Geometria

Subterranea y Mineria Practica”10.

The Spanish mining academy had officially been created in 1777, inspired by its German

counterparts, with a grant system and a German director, Heinrich Chritoph Storr. We know that

Storr had written or brought a German manuscript with him, whose Spanish title should have been

Curso de Mineralogía y Geometria Subterránea,  but the translation was never finished and the

work was finally lost.

Hoppensack’s contract had been set for eight years. As could be expected from this type of

profession,  we don't  have  printed  sources  (books or  newspaper)  about  his  professional  activity

during this period. We should keep in mind that his primary duty was to teach and to direct mining

operation, not to produce or publish original scientific knowledge. When his contract expired in

9 “Humboldt, Un Prusiano En La Corte Del Rey Carlos IV - 796,” 331–332.
10    La “Orygthología” de Juan José Elhúyar (1754-1796) y la “Oritognosia” de Andrés Manuel del Río (1764-1849), 
primeros tratados geológicos, escritos por españoles en América.accessible en pdf sur internet., 94.



1792, Hoppensack obtained a pension and a grant to go back to Germany11. This is when he decided

to launch its own mining operation: Hoppensack asked the king and got an unlimited concession for

mines in Guadalcanal and in Cazalla (both in Estremadura). To achieve this aim, he needed both a

lot  of  money  and  several  skilled  technicians,  so  he  headed  back  to  Saxony.  The  mining

administration of Freiberg was closely following his moves, probably afraid he would hire some of

the best technicians that they had.

In 1795, a report on Hoppensack stated :

“the  former  subterranean  geometer  and  assessor  in  Marienberg,  Johann  Martin
Hoppensack,  who in the meantime has  directed  the mining operation  in  Almaden,  has
received a  hereditary  privilege  for  operating  the  mines  of  Guadalcanal  and Cazalla  in
Estremadura,  and  against  criticisms  has  claimed  he  would  traval  to  Germany,  and
especially to Saxony, to find partners”12

The text goes on, explaining the administration wanted to defend “the interest of our state,

and fears of possible drawbacks”, that is for the “misguidance of the local miners and smelters”.

They wished to prevent him for going to Marienberg, or wanted at least to have a detailed account

of everything he would do there. This illustrates the complex relationship between Saxony and the

other European States on the one side, and between the mining administration and its engineers on

the other. Saxony had to politically cooperate with Spain and France; its mining technicians were a

very important negotiating tool. On the other hand, the administration constantly feared that an

entrepreneur would steal their best engineers by offering superior wages.

Against the closed doors politics of the Saxon administration, Hoppensack played a very

public game: in 1796, he published two books in Germany: “Report on the Spanish silver mines of

Cazalla and Guadalcanal, in the Province of Estremadura, and a plan for creating a royal Spanish

mining company” and “On mining in Spain in general, and the quicksilver mines of Almaden in

11 Voir Centenario ... pp. 231.
12 SächsBergAFG 40001 – Oberbergamt Freiberg – 2732, lettre du 27.10.1795, f.15r : « … der ehemals als 

Markscheider und Berg Amts Aßeßor zu Marienberg angestellt gewesener Johann Martin Hoppensack, 
welche zeithero die Direction der Bergwerke von Almadan gehabt hat, ein erbliches Privilegium zu 
Betreibung der Bergwerke zu Guadalcanal und Cazalla in Estremadura, erhalten, und  gegen vermeldeten
Balken geäußert habe, daß er eine Reise nach Deutschland und insbesondere nach Sachsen machen 
werde, um sich Teilnehmer zu verschaffen. »



particular”. He hoped to recruit 1 100 shareholders, the price for each share being 200 talers, quite a

lot of money at the time. There was even a notice in the French Journal des mines under the title

Sur l'Etat des mines en Espagne13: 

Hoppensack was primarily an underground geometer and a mining engineer. He needed a

smelting expert for his enterprise. He tried to recruit the  Hüttendirektors Anton Zacharias Helms,

who was just coming back from America at the time. Just as Hoppensack, he was Saxon, and had

been recruited in the 1780's while he was working for the mint of Warsaw14. Helms then worked for

the  Spanish  government  in  America,  responsible  for  smelting  and  amalgamation,  with  “very

advantageous conditions”. Helms would later publish his Journal of a journey in Peru in German15.

It is difficult to assess to which extant Hoppensack was able to collect the money he needed.

The Napoleon wars made his enterprise difficult, and he only went back to Spain (probably without

13 Journal des mines, an V, p. 387-388.
14 See the introduction of his Tagebuch einer Reise durch Peru, p. 5.
15 Tagebuch einer Reise durch Peru, Dresden, Walter, 1798.



Helms) in 180416. He then stayed there, in all likelihood operation his mines, until his death in 1815.

German experts abroad: Subterranean geometry as a case study

Johann  Martin  Hoppensack  is  a  brilliant  example,  especially  since  we  have  more

information about him than about most of the German technicians working in other European states.

Yet it is worth noting that he was by no mean the only subterranean geometer, and not even the

most important one, working outside Germany.

I would make the following point: subterranean geometry is especially interesting, because

it  is  a  counter-intuitive  and  unexpected  example  about  knowledge  circulation.  Mathematics  is

usually thought of as being a non-local, theoretical knowledge for which books carry all the needed

information. One would equally think that circulation of technicians primarily related to technical

16 See Steiner und Kühn-Stillmark, Friedrich Justin Bertuch: ein Leben im klassischen Weimar zwischen Kultur und 
Kommerz, Böhlau, 2001, pp. 138-140.



know-how, machine building,  smelting and so on.  It  is  true,  but one should no forget  to place

practical mathematics in the same category: map drawing and surveying operations could not be

learned or circulated on paper. Concrete training was needed, and to quote Liliane Hilaire-Perez:

“Les effets de la lecture restent limités. Tout repose sur le rôle des techniciens expérimentés”17

Spain and its American colonies had a great mining potential, but lacked the engineers to

operate it. Other countries such as France, England and Sweden, to name but a few, were willing to

invest in the Spanish concessions, but still had to rely on German technicians. And among the arts

and skills that were eagerly sought,  subterranean geometry was easily on the top of the list:  it

required a good comprehension of mathematics, a training available to very few people. A good

geometer needed years of experience with surveying operation and map drawings, and most of them

would then advance to very high position in the German mining administrations.

French  officials  complained  about  it  in  the  1780's,  asking “Combien  de  fois  ne  nous

sommes-nous pas égarés sur les traces des étrangers que nous faisons  venir à grand frais dans nos

mines ? […] Ils s'annoncent comme des oracles de la géométrie souterraine : la difficulté même

avec laquelle ils s'expriment, favorisent leur prétentions […]. Les fautes les plus grossières naissent

de ces funestes préjugés.”18 

17 Liliane Hilaire-Perez, „Transferts technologiques, droit et territoire : le cas franco-anglais au XVIIIe siècle“, in 
Revue d'histoire moderne et contemporaine, 44(4), 1997, pp. 547-579, ici p. 551-552. See also Svante Lindqvist, 
Technology on Trial … p. 277.

18 Duhamel, Géométrie souterraine, 1787, discours préliminaire.



Because of the strict control German states exerted on the circulation of their technicians,

other countries had to ask officially for engineers. This is what France did in 1775 for Hoppensack,

bringing him to Spain, or what it did in 1773 for Schreiber, who would later open a mining school

in France (close to Saint-Etienne). Foreign countries were also sending young people to study in

Freiberg, Clausthal or Schemnitz. Another network of circulation, at least until the 1770's, are the

Jesuit circles, especially between Austria and Spain: the Jesuit Christian Rieger (1714-1780), first

working at the Colegium Theresianum in Vienna, moved to Madrid and published one of the first

Spanish account on subterranean geometry.

But as the example of Hoppensack shows, this was not a static process. To use a financial

metaphor, there was a “secondary market” for engineers, and especially for subterranean geometers.

Once a technician had publicly proven its ability,  he could negotiate a better salary. Spain was

especially active on that market, together with Russia. Spain tried for example to hire König in the

1760's a very skilled German geometer working for France in the Bretagne area. König of course



used these offers to climb the hierarchy in France, eventually becoming inspecteur des mines for the

whole country19.

Conclusion

To briefly sum up: the career of Johann Martin Hoppensack illustrates in an original way

how the  circulation  of  knowledge  between  Germany  and  the  Spanish-speaking  world  worked.

Initially hired by a French company to operate mines in Spain, he made a whole career there, as a

subterranean  geometer,  a  teacher  and an  entrepreneur.  German engineers  in  Spain  would  have

tremendous responsibilities compared to the well-organized administrations of Saxony of Austria.

 Recruited for their knowledge of practical mathematics, mining laws or smelting processes,

they had to develop new skills and to direct mining operation, or teach in academies. They generally

failed to establish administrations in Spain or France comparable to the German Academies. One

important reason is that most of them (König, Hoppensack, Rieger) had not been trained in the new

academic system, and therefore did not master the new scientific and administrative model that was

developing in the German states at the end of the eighteenth century.

19 Gille, “L’administration Des Mines En France Sous l’Ancien Régime,” 12. and his letter is reproduced p. 12-13.


